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Why talk about emotionalintelligence?

� Emotional intelligencewill be oneof
to the World Economic Forum’s Future

� The awareness thatemotional intelligence
been growing in recent years.

In a 2011 Career Builder Surveyof
human resource professionals:

i. 71% stated they valuedemotional
over IQ;

ii. 75% said they were morelikely
intelligent worker ; and

iii. 59% claimed they’d passup
emotional intelligence.

intelligence?

of the top 10 job skills in 2020 according
Future of Jobs Report.

intelligence is an important job skill has

of more than 2,600 hiring managers and

emotional intelligence in an employee

likely to promote a highly emotionally

up a candidate with a high IQ but low



Why Emotional Intelligence?

“There is a growing body

scientifically demonstrates

intelligence predicts how

home, school and in the

Why Emotional Intelligence?

body of research findings that

demonstrates that emotional

how well we perform at

workplace.”

Reuven Bar-On, Ph.D.
December 16, 2004







First question that comes to mind is:

✒ What is intelligence

✒ What is emotional

First question that comes to mind is:

intelligenceand,

emotional intelligence?



A representative definition of Intelligence

Intelligence is a very generalmental
other things, involves the ability
problems, think abstractly, comprehend
quickly and learn from experience

It is not merely book learning,
test-taking smarts. Rather it reflects
capability for comprehending
on,” “making sense” of things,or

Linda Gottfredson (1997): Common
signatories.

A representative definition of Intelligence

mental capability that, among
ability to reason, plan, solve

comprehendcomplex ideas, learn
experience.”

learning, a narrow academic skill, or
reflects a broader and deeper
our surroundings—“catching

or “figuring out” what to do.

Common statement with 52 expert









Emotional Intelligence Defined 

“an array of non-cognitive capabilities,
influence one’s ability to succeed
demands and pressures”

“the ability to perceive emotions, to access
as to assist thought, to understand
meanings, and to reflectively regulate
as to assist thought, to understand
meanings, and to reflectively regulate
promote emotional and intellectual

“the capacity for recognizing our own
for motivating ourselves, and for
ourselves and in our relationships”

Emotional Intelligence Defined 

capabilities, competencies and skills that
succeed in coping with environmental

— Reuven BarOn

access and generate emotions so
understand emotions and emotional

regulate emotions in ways that
understand emotions and emotional

regulate emotions in ways that
intellectual growth”

— Salovey & Mayer

own feelings and those of others,
for managing emotions well in
”

— Daniel Goleman









Emotional Intelligence (EQ) vs.Intellectual

Most of us have learned not to trustour
distort the more “accurate” information
“emotional” has come to meanweak,out

" Don't be a baby!" we say to the little boy
crying on the playground. "Leave him
Let him work it out!" we admonishtheLet him work it out!" we admonishthe
who runs to help the little boy.

On the other hand, our abilities to memorize
problem-solve, to spell words and domathematical
calculations, are easily measured onwritten
and slapped as grades on report cards.
these intellectual abilities dictatewhich
accept us and which career pathswe‘re

Intellectual Intelligence (IQ)

our emotions. We've been told emotions
information our intellect supplies. Even the term

out of control, and even childish.

boy who is
him alone!

the little girlthe little girl

memorizeand
mathematical

written tests
Ultimately,

which college will
we‘re advised to follow.





Currently, there are three main models of EI

•Ability EI model

•Trait EI model

•Mixed models of EI (usually subsumed under 
trait EI)

Currently, there are three main models of EI

Mixed models of EI (usually subsumed under 







Trait EI is a constellation of
emotional self-perceptions
and traits that determine the
personality of a person.

It refers to an individual’s self-

perception of emotional abilities

Trait EI should be investigated within a 
personality framework.







1. Rapidly reducestress
When we’re under high levels
decision making go out thewindow

Runaway stress overwhelms themind
of our ability to accurately “read”
else is saying, be aware ofour
communicateclearly.communicateclearly.

The first key skill of emotional intelligence
calm yourself down when you’refeeling
manage stress in the moment isthe
intelligence skill helps you staybalanced,
matter what challenges you face.
Stress busting: functioning wellin

stress
of stress, rational thinking and

window.

mind and body, getting in the way
“read” a situation, hear what someone

our own feelings and needs, and

intelligence is the ability to quickly
feelingoverwhelmed. Being able to

the key to resilience.This emotional
balanced,focused, and in control–no

in the heat of the moment



Develop your stress busting
following three steps:

Realize when you’re stressed– The
recognizing what stress feels like.Many
unbalanced state that we’veforgotten
relaxed.

Identify your stress response– Everyone
tend to space out and getdepressed?
with anxiety? The best way to quickly
specific stress response.

Discover the stress bustingtechniques
reduce stress quickly is throughthe
taste, and touch. But each personresponds
you need to find things that aresoothing

skills by working through the

The first step to reducing stress is
Many of us spend so much time in an

forgotten what it feels like to be calm and

Everyonereacts differently to stress. Do you
depressed?Become angry and agitated? Freeze

quickly calm yourself depends on your

techniquesthat work for you – The best way to
the senses: through sight, sound, smell,
respondsdifferently to sensory input, so

soothingto you.



2. Connect to your emotions

Emotional awareness is thekey
others.

Many people are disconnected
strong core emotions such asanger,
although we can distort, deny,although we can distort, deny,
eliminate them.

They’re still there, whether we’re
Unfortunately, without emotional
fully understand our own motivations
communicate effectively withothers

key to understanding yourself and

from their emotions–especially
anger, sadness, fear, and joy. But

or numb our feelings, we can’tor numb our feelings, we can’t

we’re aware of them or not.
emotional awareness, we are unable to

motivations and needs, or to
others.



What kind of a relationship do you

• Do you experience feelings
one emotionafter another
from moment tomoment?

• Are your emotions accompanied• Are your emotions accompanied
sensations that youexperience
stomachor chest?

• Do you experience discrete
sadness, fear, joy, eachof
facial expressions?

you have with your emotions?

feelings that flow, encountering
another as your experiences change

moment?

accompanied by physicalaccompanied by physical
experience in places like your

discrete feelings, suchas anger,
of which is evident in subtle

Continued……



• Can you experience intense
enough to capture both
others?

• Do you pay attention to your
into your decisionmaking?

If any of these experiencesare
may be turned down or turned
emotionally healthy and emotionally
reconnect to your coreemotions,
comfortable with them.

intense feelings that are strong
your attention and that of

your emotions? Do they factor
making?

are unfamiliar, your emotions
turned off. In order to be

emotionally intelligent, you must
emotions,accept them, and become



3. Non-verbal communication

Non-verbal communication is
intelligence. This wordless form
driven.

Being a good communicatorrequires

Often what we say is lessimportant
non-verbal signals we send out.

In order to hold the attention of
trust, we need to be aware of and
We also need to be able toaccurately
verbal cues that other peoplesend

communication

the third skill of emotional
of communication is emotionally

requires more than just verbal skills.

important than how we say it or the other

others and build connection and
in control of our non-verbal cues.

accurately read and respond to the non-
sendus.



Our non-verbal messages willproduce
excitement, and desire for connection
fear, confusion, distrust, anddisinterest

Part of improving non-verbal communication
attention to:

Eye contact
Facial expression
Tone of voice

produce a sense of interest, trust,
connection–or they will generate
disinterest.

communication involves paying

Posture and gesture
Touch
Timing and pace



4. Use humourand play to deal with challenges

The ability to deal with challenges usinghumor
intelligence.

Humor, laughter, and play are natural antidotes
burdens and help us keep things inperspective
elevates mood, and brings our nervoussystem

Playful communicationbroadensour emotionalPlayful communicationbroadensour emotional

Take hardships in stride

By allowing us to view our frustrations and
laughter and play enable us to surviveannoyances,

Smooth over differences

Using gentle humor often helps us saythings
express without creating a flap.

and play to deal with challenges

humor and play is the fourth skill of emotional

antidotes to life’s difficulties . They lighten our
perspective. A good hearty laugh reduces stress,

systemback into balance.

emotional intelligenceand helpsus:emotional intelligenceand helpsus:

and disappointments from new perspectives,
annoyances,hard times, and setbacks.

things that might be otherwise difficult to



Simultaneously relax andenergize

Playful communication relieves
our bodies, which allows
accomplishmore.

Become more creative

When we loosenup, wefree
thinking and being,allowing
things in newways.

energizeourselves

relieves fatigue and relaxes
allows us to recharge and

free ourselves of rigidways of
allowing us to get creative andsee



5. Resolve conflict positively

The ability to manage conflictsin
is the fifth key skill of emotional

Conflict and disagreements are inevitablein
have the same needs, opinions, andexpectations
be a bad thing! Resolving conflict inhealthy,
between people. When conflict isn’tperceived
freedom,creativity, and safetyin relationshipsfreedom,creativity, and safetyin relationships

Successfully resolving differences issupported
emotional intelligence. Once you know
present and aware, communicate non-verbally,
better equipped to handle emotionally-charged
issues before they escalate.

in a positive, trust-building way
emotional intelligence.

in relationships. Two people can’t possibly
expectationsat all times. However, that needn’t
healthy, constructive ways can strengthen trust

perceivedas threatening or punishing, it fosters
relationships.relationships.

supported by the previous four skills of
how to manage stress, stay emotionally

verbally, and use humor and play, you’ll be
chargedsituations and catch and defuse many



Tips for resolving conflict in a trust

Stay focused in the present

When we are not holding on to old hurts andresentments,
current situation and view it as a newopportunity

Choose your arguments

Arguments take time and energy, especially if
Consider what is worth arguing about andwhat

Forgive

If you continue to be hurt or mistreated, protect
behavior has been in the past, rememberthat
urge to punish.

End conflicts that can't be resolved

It takes two people to keep an argumentgoing
conflict, even if you still disagree.

trust -building way

resentments,we can recognize the reality of a
opportunity for resolving old feelings about conflicts.

you want to resolve themin a positive way.
what is not.

protect yourself. But if someone else’s hurtful
that conflict resolution involves giving up the

going. You can choose to disengage froma



Summary of selected trends in emotional intelligence outcome 
studies
General effect

Better social relations for children. 
Among children and adolescents, EI
positively correlates with good social
relations

Better social relations for adults. 
Among adults, higher EI leads to greater
self-perception of social competence and
less use of destructive interpersonal
strategies.

High-EI individuals are perceived more 
positively by others. 
Others perceive high-EI individuals as
more pleasant to be around, more
empathic, and more socially adroit than
those low in EI.

Summary of selected trends in emotional intelligence outcome 

EI measures Representative 
studies

DANVA, ER Q-
Sort
EKT, ESK, 
MSCEIT

• Denham et al. (2003)
• Eisenberg et al. (2000)
• Fine et al. (2003)
• Izard et al. (2001)

EARS • Brackett et al. (2006)
MEIS
MSCEIT

• Lopes et al. (2004)

MSCEIT • Brackett et al. (2006)
• Lopes et al. (2004)
• Lopes et al. (2005)



General effect

Better family and intimate relationships. 
EI is correlated with some aspects of family 
and intimate relationships

Better academic achievement. 
EI is correlated with higher academicEI is correlated with higher academic
achievement as reported by teachers,but
generally not with higher grades once IQis
taken into account.

Better psychological well-being.
EI is correlated with greater lifesatisfaction
and self-esteemand lower ratings of
depression.

EI measures Representative 
studies

EI is correlated with some aspects of family 
DANVA-2
MEIS
MSCEIT

• Brackett et al. (2005)
• Carton et al. (1999)

academic
LEAS
MSCEIT

• Barchard (2003)
• Izard et al. (2001)academic

but
is

MSCEIT • Izard et al. (2001)
• O’Connor & Little    

(2003)

satisfaction
of

MSCEIT
LEAS

• Bastian et al. (2005)
• Gohmet al. (2005)
• Matthews et al. (2006)



We all know people
academically brilliant
socially inept and

What they are missing
intelligence?

people who are
brilliant and yet are

unsuccessful.

missingis emotional



The criteria for success at

• We are being judged by anew
smart we are, or by our training
how well we handleourselves

• This yardstick is increasingly
be hired and who will not,
retained, who will be promoted

work are also changing.

new yardstick: not just by how
training and expertise, but also by

ourselvesand each other.

increasingly applied in choosing who will
who will be let go and who

promoted and who will not be.
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